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Hi all, Sorry for lateness of the Magazine, it’s been a
long couple of months for me and my Family.
It was great to be back on the road last month, a good
run with a couple of scenic stops, fabulous weather
and fantastic company. Here’s to club meetings, runs
and events getting back to our new normal.
Keep an eye on the events page and join in when you
can, don’t forget to book your seat for the Christmas
Lunch.
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Looking forward to seeing everyone at the next club
meeting
Yours in Aged & Classic Motoring
Barry Shipway
President & Magazine Editor
Queensland Vintage Vehicle Association

Hi everyone,
It was great to get out on such a nice day and catch up with my QVVA friends at Nudgee Beach back in July.
My digital camera did, after, all decide to behave a bit and I got a few pictures with it which are attached. Other pictures taken on a real camera, with film ! ,when processed and printed, and hopefully on CD, may mean I
can send out a few more one day. Fingers crossed.

A very enjoyable outing. The ‘Beetle’ enjoyed the spin too. All eleven miles out and back !.
Best wishes to all. Keep warm and Stay Covid Safe.
Nev Doherty.
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QUEENSLAND VINTAGE VHICLE ASSOCIATION INC
COMMITTEE FOR 2020 – 2021
President

Barry Shipway

0412 778 225 bazue@optusnet.com.au

Vice President

Robert Wode

3260 6343

0409 621 202 rwode@getinge.com.au

Secretary

Clint Frater

3161 2264

0433 414 223 cfrater@optusnet.com.au

Treasurer

Wendy Tyquin

Membership Secretary

Clint Frater

Minute Secretary

Ben Carroll

0417 007 241 ben@carrollfamily.com.au

Editor

Barry Shipway

0412 778 225 bazue@optusnet.com.au

Tour Co-ordinator

Ruth Knight

0428 437 580 knight37@bigpond.net.au

Public Relations

Susie Shipway

0412 778 224 kuppi@optusnet.com.au

QHMC Representative

Chris Pike

3821 1631

David Barnett

3398 1174

0420 222 690 rtyquin@bigpond.net.au
3161 2264

0433 414 223 cfrater@optusnet.com.au

christopher_pike@bigpond.com

No Email Address

Colin Hinxman

0439 996 691 chinxman@bigpond.net.com

Events Co-ordinator

Simon Flitcroft

0417 012 182 simonflitcroft@gmail.com

Safety Officers

Colin Hinxman

0439 996 691 chinxman@bigpond.net.au

Don Lake

0412 383 954 donzi@optusnet.com.au

Ian McLucas

0448 778 799 ianandbevmclucas@bigpond.com

Property Officer

Brian Simpson

3843 1860

0405 655 864 buddy.the.bird@hotmail.com

QVVA welcomes visitors who have an interest in the preservation and restoration of all
types of vehicles to an original condition as far as practicable.

GENERAL MEETING: 8PM fourth Wednesday of each month
ADDRESS: Veteran Car Clubrooms, 1376 Old Cleveland Road,
Carindale 4152 Club Room 07 3843 0010
MEMBERSHIP $30.00Joining fee plus $40.00 Annual fee
QVVA – DISCLAIMER
The Queensland Vintage Vehicle Association does not hold itself responsible for
Statements made or opinions expressed by contribution to the monthly Vintage News

Please use the club email if you would like to contact committee members
qvva .inc@gmail.com
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The Outback Aussie Dunny

THE AUSSIE DUNNY POEM
Only those who have used a bush toilet would fully appreciate this.

The service station trade was slow
The owner sat around,
With sharpened knife and hardwood stick
Piled shavings on the ground.
No "all mod cons" did they have there.
A log across the rill
Led to a shack, marked "His and Hers",
That leant against the hill.
"Where is the ladies' rest room, sir?"
The owner, leaning back,
Said not a word but whittled on,
And nodded at the shack.
With quickened step she entered there,
But only stayed a minute
Before she screamed, as though a snake
Or spider might be in it.
With startled look and beet-red face
She bounded through the door,
And headed quickly for the car
As others had done before.
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She missed the foot bridge, jumped the stream.
Their owner gave a shout,
As her silk stockings, down at her knees
Caught on an acacia sprout.
She tripped and fell, got up, and then,
In obvious disgust,
Ran to the car, stepped on the gas,
And faded in the dust.
Of course we all desired to know
What made the girls all do
The things they did, and then we found
The whittling owner knew.
A speaking system he'd devised.
To make the thing complete,
He'd tied a speaker on the wall
Beneath the toilet seat.

He'd wait until the girls got set
And then the devilish tike,
Would stop his whittling long enough,
To speak into the mike.
And as she sat, a voice below
Struck terror, fright and fear,
"Would you please use the other holeWe're painting under here!"
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Vintage vehicles, Automotive history and stories from motoring's past.

Three-Wheeled cars; the story, the history, the scandals

After a hundred years of motoring, four wheels seems preordained, but that wasn’t always certain. In
fact the very first internal combustion powered car was a three-wheeled vehicle by Benz with a single,
steerable front wheel. Experiments were the name of the game as the automobile was being developed, the Octoauto taking home first prize with its eight-wheel configuration, but four wheels soon
became a near universal standard.
But dreams of a three-wheeled car died hard.
Legendary British sports carmaker Morgan introduced their first three-wheeler in 1911 and reintroduced it in 2012, scoring the record for being the
longest producer of three-wheeled cars in the world.
Recognized as the world’s smallest car, the threewheeled Peel 250 of 1962 was produced in a run of
fifty examples. Built on the Isle of Man, it’s so
small that a presenter for the show Top Gear was
able to drive one through the halls of the BBC.

THE ORIGINAL THREE-WHEELER, THE BENZ PATENT MOTORWAGEN

WHICH KARL BENZ’ WIFE DROVE WITH HER SONS ON AN
UNAUTHORIZED JOURNEY AROUND GERMANY.

Buckminster Fuller’s legendary Dymaxion car bragged of its ability to swivel 360 degrees in its own
length, but dedicating a single rear wheel to steering the car led to dangerously squirrely handling and
only three aircraft-styled examples were produced.

Several ambitious automotive experiments failed in the super-heated market of the immediate post
WWII period, but the strangest might have been the three-wheeled Davis Divan, named after a sofa
because its single seat accommodated four sitting side-by-side. A single front wheel allowed the 1948
Davis to turn around in its own footprint, a handy feature that wasn’t enough to guarantee success as
the company closed after producing just seventeen cars. Its promoter was sent to jail for fraud, later
emerging to design bumper cars for carnivals.
Japan’s post WWII economy didn’t encourage elaborate automotive dreams. Banned from producing
airplanes, Hitachi Aviation switched to producing the
Fuji Cabin, a tiny three-wheeler with a production
run of eighty-five examples in 1955. Its five horsepower engine propelled the Cabin to a blistering 37
MPH top speed. Cute as a cartoon, survivors are now
blue chip collectibles, one having sold for $126,500 in
2013
The Reliant Robin ranks as the world’s second most
produced fiberglass car. Introduced in 1963, its single
front

RELIANT ROBIN
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wheel design didn’t help high-speed handling. Top Gear did a hilarious segment showing one
rounding corners and continually tipping over. A funny bit, but word is, they monkeyed with the car
to make it capsize more easily. The quirky-looking plastic Robin enjoyed a production run of 25
years.
Germany’s Messerschmitt Kabinenroller (cabin scooter) was another Axis power’s solution to a ruined economy by an aircraft company forbidden to make planes. A three-wheeler with tandem seating for two, it featured a clear Plexiglas canopy just like a Luftwaffe fighter plane along with a small
motorcycle engine percolating away at the back end. Four thousand of the two-stroke motorcycle
powered coupes were produced from 1955-64.
The three-wheeled configuration has attracted some
shady promoters over the years. Besides the aforementioned Davis Divan, there was the mid-seventies
Dale. Two prototypes of a three wheeled coupe were
shown widely in an attempt to gain investors. One
even appeared as a prize on The Price Is Right, but
luckily, no one won it. Promoted by a two hundred
pound, six foot tall transvestite fugitive from the law,
the Dale saga ended badly when the California Securities Commission shut the company down and its promoter went on the lamb.

MESSERSCHMITT

Much later the two-seater Elio appeared. Slick marketing offered early depositors preferred spots in
line, but after promising start of production, “late next year” for several years, the car that promised
84 MPG and a $6,800 price tag seems as doomed as the Davis with just a handful of prototypes to
show for the millions of dollars sacrificed by depositors.
Resembling a wingless private airplane on three wheels, the futuristic electric Aptera peaked with
its appearance in a Star Trek movie and sadly went bust soon afterwards with just a couple of promising prototypes having been built and shown; a sad case of underfunding rather then malfeasance.
Though there’ve been several successful three wheeled motorcycles, the same can’t be said for cars
despite some noble (and not so noble) attempts to introduce the configuration as a mainstream vehicle.

NOBE-ELECTRIC
By Jim Cherry
https://www.curbside.tv/blog/2019/6/6/three-wheeled-cars-the-story-the-history-the-scandals
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DALE
FUJI-CABIN

SALES PHOTO WITH
DAVIS & DIVAN

DYMAXION

ELVIS in a 1955 MESSERSCHMITT
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I want to sell my vintage car but what is it worth?
I hear this question quite often and see it on Facebook from many different car enthusiasts asking what the value of their collectable vehicle is?
Let’s start with what you are trying to sell. Do you have the rights to sell
it? If so you need to do your homework and a little bit of work to get a
good price. Yes some vehicles fetch a lot more than others but top prices
are always achieved if you present a good looking, well maintained and
clean vehicle.
Buyers like to know the history as much as possible. Remember a lot of old
cars were low priced family cars so only compare cars similar in size and of the same age. Try
and find the out history of the vehicle as to what country it was made in and what actual date it
was made. Was the body built by someone else as this was quite common in the early days?
What dealer was the first to originally sell the vehicle and to whom. It might have been sold to
someone held high in esteem in the region. Did the vehicle always remain in the region or
country? Has the car been in car shows and has it won any trophies. What condition is the
vehicle in now? Is it a basket case with little to no value other than
some parts? Is it in original condition with everything old and worn
but goes Ok? Has it been restored back to look like an original condition vehicle? Who restored it? How long ago and where. Has it been
modified? Is the one you have an upmarket model with all the bells
and whistle on it or is it the standard model. Many manufactures had
huge lists of extras that could be added to the car when new. You need to list these if they have
been added. Tell the buyer where you get parts from so at least he has some clues. Write a list
of parts suppliers. Have fun in doing the research and the more you can find out and present to
a buyer the better.

I see ads for some very sad looking vehicles with prices that are totally off the planet. The cost
of restoration is not cheap so why start with a high priced wreck when you can get a vehicle that
is in reasonable condition for the same value. It is quite common they have an old wreck in the
back yard and assume it must be worth $1000s.
The market has changed over the years as more and more people are doing up their vehicles as
collectables which has had quite an impact on selling prices. More choices lowers prices but do
your homework and get a better price. Buyers want more and they might want to discuss it
with their partner. Take lots of photos with good backgrounds. Photos taken in a garage full of
junk can turn a buyer off as it puts doubt into the buyers mind as to how well the car has been
looked after. Outdoor shots are best in good light. Get someone to do a video while you are
driving the car.
Find out any of the marketing material that was used when it was new. These ads show all the
new things that other manufacturers had not included in their vehicles. Remember
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that all vehicle manufacturers believed they were the leaders in
innovation and technology in their day.
Few people go out to buy a certain make of collectible vehicle, they
just want to get into the movement so if you are selling show the
buyer why your vehicle is better than the others and that is why you
have it advertised at a realistic price. Have a good reason as to why
you are selling it.

The problem is that buyers make these offers as they want it for as
cheap as they can get it and the buyer wants the most he can get
for it. That is nature, but selling them cheap is doing all the other owners harm as it is devaluing these great cars. Make sure you are comparing the same type, quality and condition and if
you believe yours is better, price it accordingly.

With the electronic media now days you can reach a huge market, However
as I have said take some good photos of what you are selling and put in the
text that this model is special for whatever reason. All cars have special features that the others in those years may not have, so find out what they are
and remember to list them.
I see many ads for cars just saying the basic like year and model with a very
average photo.
Make up a scrap book of all the relevant information including photos and put it on a USB stick that you can give to the prospective
buyer. They can then show their partners.
Remember that the sale price is what you are prepared to sell it for
and the buyer is prepared to pay for it, but do not under value it.
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Martin was borne in Amsterdam on the 7/June 1946 migrated to Australia in 1951 taking four days as we came by
aeroplane landed at mascot Sydney taken to Bathurst migrant camp while my father looked for a job as a mechanic he found one in Mullumbimby so we arrived at Mullumbimby by steam train in June 1951 and settled in
Brunswick Heads.
My father worked for three different garages in Mullumbimby also working for private people at night and weekends going to farms to fix vehicles after his last sacking for taking customers from the shop they were coming to
him he decided to have a go at starting a business on his own. A customer who he had reconditioned a dodge
truck motor for lent him his shed while he pursued contract work on a dam job near Tamworth NSW, After three
and a half years and the contract job finished he came back to Brunswick heads my father had established a business out of that shed so he agreed to sell it to my parents and he moved around the corner that association lasted
up till we sold in 1986 in that time many improvements were made to the property as kids we saw the 1954
Redex trial cars come past as it was a big deal then
In 1957 they had petrol bowsers installed and started a service station in COR Brand to Become BP not long after
As Children we helped pump petrol and as we were on the highway we got to see and fill up some flash cars coming up from Sydney to the gold coast I also saw Johnny O’Keefe’s car drive past as it was a red Plymouth Belvedere.
Next came a little shop then toilets then a big brick garage over the top off it all that was 1968.
I left school at 14 in 1960 and worked for my parents taking on an apprenticeship mechanic my fondness for old
cars came from helping to fix dads cars including 1928 Oakland 1929 Chrysler 1938 Buick in 1962 I bought a 1940
Buick as my first car so I had it when I got my licence on my seventeenth birthday 1963 I also bought a brand-new
Toyota Crown S in 1966 it cost 1809 pound or $3618 dollars a lot of money back then in 68 I also bought a 1946
Buick that came from the Glen Innes area so no rust was in the car so I restored it and got it painted in spartan
starburst metallic the car was sold in 1972-3 for $3000 as I got married and could not maintain both cars.
We also took over running my parents garage about this time as we had diversified into different fields we sold
lawn mowers ride-ons cars Jeeps Boats Mercury Outboards my dream was to have a wrecking yard as we had
wrecked a few cars in the yard before the garage was built and did quite well out of it so by 1983 when my father
died at 69 years I started seriously thinking of my wrecking yard idea so I put the garage on the market it took a
while to sell but when it sold was able to buy Byron bay wreckers I had taken a Business partner on who was my
best mate we worked well together as we were partners in the business and I owned the real estate so I received
rent so I could pay the mortgage by this time I had also suffered two divorces had four children so through myself
into my work when no children commitments were needed over this time I built a 10,000 sq ft building and set up
my dream yard we racked everything my system was every vehicle category was in alphabetical order no matter
what it was fuel, electrical, wheels, doors, so we could find it quick and it was orderly long hours were put in to
the business but they were the best years of my life.
After another divorce my business partner bought my half out and I kept the real estate so the rent paid off the
mortgage and I went into a courier business known top of the state freight which I had till 2002 I had paid off the
mortgage by now met a new partner from Brisbane was living with my mother helping as a carer my mother had
a fall while I was at work and see passed away a few days later. So a new chapter started in my life while this was
happening my ex business partner wanted to buy my real estate and I wanted to sell the courier business I could
move to Brisbane to start a new chapter as I was now 56 years of age and real estate had risen with a dividend
from my mother’s estate I bought a block of land in Everton park and built a house on it with a big shed as my
passion for old cars had grown and had purchased a few Buicks that I had stored at my mother’s my old wrecking
yard and a 40 model coupe that the owner stored till my shed was ready it took a few more years to get the cars
ready but as I had retired could devote full time to the restoes a few trips to the USA for parts was also a great
experience and a lot of fun as a Buick club member I met other club members who also were members of QVVA
so I joined in about 2006 and have enjoyed the fellowship that the old car movement brings with it I have enjoyed
many events and rally’s since joining QVVA.
Yours Sincerely Martin Jansen
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JOHN DAY

DON LAKE
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Virus Warning!

Public Relations Report
Wishing a speedy recovery to any members
who have been or are currently unwell.
Including: Allison Day, Clint Frater and Martin
Jansen
Remembering those Members or Family
members who have passed away recently.

Including: Lorna Mitchelson, Athol Mitchelson,
Leo Lindstrom, Joan Fenelon and Ron Harriss.
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Dodge Car

Just been to look at a 1932 Dodge 6 down at Tweed. Heads
The car is in a sad condition but might be good for someone that
has one and might want some spares etc.

The contact is: Noel Coleman
Phone 0411 746 537
Open to offers.
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If undeliverable please return to:
Queensland Vintage Vehicle Association
1376 Old Cleveland Road
Carindale Qld 4152
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